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Introduction Grassland , type of ground cover , is defined as a natural resource which plays a key role in the evolutionary historyof human beings . The protection of Chinese grassland ecological environment has gone through the process of plainenvironmental awareness and custom . And along with the development of civilization there appeared the legal protection ( SHIWenzheng et al . , ２００４ ) . Af ter New China was founded , the utilization and protection of grasslands became the focus ofattention with the development of the economy . The First Grassland Law was promulgated in １９８５ . The New Grassland Lawwas adopted in December ２００２ . Since it was put in force , it has evolved into part of The People�s Republic of China�s NaturalResources Law . The New Grassland Law has nine chapters , Ⅰ General , Ⅱ Grassland ownership , Ⅲ Planning , ⅣConstruction , Ⅴ Utilization , Ⅵ Protection , Ⅶ Supervision and Inspection , Ⅷ Legal Liability , and Ⅸ SupplementaryProvisions while the First Grassland Law does not have Chapter breakdown .
Results After the Classification of the First Grassland Law , the result in Table １ show that The New Grassland Law has threetimes as many total clauses as the First Grassland Law . The New Grassland Law has a new chapter named supervision andinspection . Chapter Ⅲ , Ⅳ , Ⅴ have large changes which means utilizing after Planning for sustainable economic and socialdevelopment is the Legislative purpose of the New Grassland Law . Grassland protection is one of the largest proportions of theNew Grassland Law which strengthen the Legal effect of the New Grassland Law associated with the Chapter on LegalLiability .
Table 1 Clause Number contrast between the First G rassland L aw and the New G rassland L aw .
Grassland Law Promulgation Date Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ Ⅴ Ⅵ Ⅶ Ⅷ Ⅸ total
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( ％ ) １３ d.０ １３ ゥ.０ ４ 舷.３ ４  .３ ８ R.７ ３０ *.４ ０ １７ -.４ ８ W.７ １００ >
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Conclusions Nomadic Laws in Ming Dynasty are different from contemporary Grassland Law . Contemporary Grassland Law isfor the sake of grassland protection , construction and utilization . While Nomadic Laws in Ming Dynasty is a comprehensivecode in a real sense which contains Legislation about environment , marriage , Inheritance , religion , administration , military ,
penalty and so on .( HUANG Huajun et al . , ２００６)
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